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Consider more than tax implications when developing
gifting strategies for your wealth legacy.
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It is a good problem. You’ve done well enough in your business to amass a
significant
amount
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PMS
149137
PMS 137 of wealth. Now you must decide how it will be distributed
when you are no longer around to control it. A will might ensure that the
money gets to your heirs, but more sophisticated strategies are required to
ensure it will get distributed and used in ways that fulfill your wishes as well as
your heirs’.
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“Gifting” is a category of strategies our clients use to distribute wealth,
including to their children, grandchildren and subsequent family generations. I
say “category” because there are many approaches to gifting, each driven by the
intentions and considerations of the benefactor and each governed by various
federal, state and local tax and other regulations.

Dan E. Baer,

CPA, PFS
Principal, Senior Financial Advisor

Dan Baer heads one of HBKS’s clientservicing teams. He joined Hill, Barth &
King LLC (HBK) in 1979 and opened the
Naples, Fla. office in 1985. In addition to his
core work as an advisor to individuals and
families, he has been instrumental in the
company’s transition from a traditional CPA
firm a full-range of holistic financial services.
Mr. Baer graduated Summa Cum Laude
with a bachelor’s degree in Accounting
from Kent State University. He is a CPA
and holds the distinguished designation of
Personal Financial Specialist, awarded by
the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants to CPAs who can demonstrate
knowledge and expertise in personal financial
planning.

It is an all too frequent occurrence, so much so that it has become a
cliché: The second generation squanders the money and the third generation
depletes it entirely. And true to the point, giving a child or children a lot of
money all at one time may not be doing them a favor; sudden wealth is too
often accompanied by critical financial mistakes. It is typically far better to
distribute wealth over time and in ways that help the heirs learn to protect their
inheritance and use it wisely.
Assuming the family patriarch or matriarch intends to keep the wealth in
the family, any advice on gifting should start with assessment. The benefactor’s
advisor must have an intimate knowledge, not only of the balance sheet but
also of the family dynamic — and critically, of the family members themselves.
That means involving family members upfront in the planning. Ensuring they
grasp the financial picture, then coaching them on how to handle wealth is far
preferable to dumping several million dollars into their laps without mentoring.
In working with clients on their gifting strategies we typically recommend
they gift children a small amount of money early and watch them to see how
they handle it. Involving the younger generation early allows them to develop
the skills they’ll need to handle what can be a very large sum of money in the
future. It is, in fact, unfair to them not to do so. This is the intangible part of
gifting, implementing a mindset of inclusion and mentoring as opposed to
exclusion and secrecy.
WORKING TOGETHER SETS US APART

As alternatives to an outright transfer of all wealth at death, there are
multiple tax-efficient gifting approaches: annual gifts of up to certain maximum
amounts, a family limited liability corporation (LLC) or limited partnership,
various types of charitable trusts. But taxes are not the only concern. An estate
plan that considers only tax efficiency might not
Giving a child or children a lot of money all result in distributing your wealth how you want it
distributed. The best strategies combine tax efficiency
at one time may not be doing them a favor. with retention of control over and access to the
wealth.

It is far better to distribute wealth over time
and in ways that help the heirs learn to
protect their inheritance and use it wisely.

To assure both a tax-efficient and family-sensitive
plan, we work from the perspective of a close, longterm advisor-client relationship. We understand
not only how the family invests, but the nature and
financial condition of the family business and how it
operates, and we help the individual and family develop and achieve measurable
goals for their wealth. We help to ensure the family wealth is handled cohesively,
holistically and efficiently. And by involving the family in the planning we
develop that relationship with the ensuing generation, making for a smoother,
connected transition and continuation of the advice and guidance that will help
them grow, protect and maximize the benefits of their inheritance.

Investment advisory services are offered through HBK Sorce Advisory LLC, doing business as HBKS® Wealth Advisors. Insurance products are offered through HBK Sorce
Insurance LLC. NOT FDIC INSURED - NOT BANK GUARANTEED - MAY LOSE VALUE, INCLUDING LOSS OF PRINCIPAL - NOT INSURED BY ANY STATE
OR FEDERAL AGENCY
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